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Ruishton and Thornfalcon Neighbourhood Plan 

Meeting of Project Team 

 

Notes of meeting held on 16th September  2019 

 

Present:  Steering group members – Mike Marshall (MM), Jim Claydon (JCl), Roy Bulgin (RB), 
Doug Lowe (DL), Dave Duke (DD) and Catherine Faulkner (Neighbourhood Plan 
Administrator) 
Other volunteers: Judy Cottrell (JCot), Mike Hellings (MH), Stewart Thorne (ST), Ian Tucker 
(IT), Andrew Lukes (AL), 
Also in attendance:  Sue Buller – SW&T Councillor (SB attended part of the meeting) 
 
 
1. Apologies 

Susan Sherry (SS) 
 
2. Declarations of Interest 

JCl declared a general interest as he is the Chair of CCS (Community Council for 
Somerset). JCot declared an interest as her family own fields in Henlade and she does not 
live within the Parish. 

 
3. Notes of the last meeting 

It was agreed that the notes of the last meeting (18/3/19) were accurate. 

a) DD agreed to provide a report on the future of technology for circulation to the group 
– these had previously been circulated.  If anyone has any questions on the paper, 
they should contact DD for further information. 

 
4. A358 Update 

MM advised that a meeting had now been held with interested parties.  MM explained 
that the preferred route which had been announced in June 2019 gives a bypass but no 
spur to the motorway; part of the purpose of the expressway was to have a direct route 
to the southwest with limited junctions joining and leaving the new road.  He added that 
junction 25 is at capacity now and the current development works to junction 25 do not 
take account of extra traffic from the preferred route.  He updated that the next stage is 
for HE to look at design detail.  The Community Forum is due to meet on 24th September 
2019.  MM also advised that we should be concerned regarding junction 25 as that will 
require further work, as well as any designs that affect our parish and accessibility. 
 
JCl added that we also need further information regarding the junction with the A378 at 
Thornfalcon, along with access via/to Lower Henlade and rat runs. 
 
JCl also advised that the parish needs to look at having a study on the existing A358 and 
how that will be affected by the new route.  We may be able to obtain funds for the study. 
 
MM informed the group that SW&T are undertaking a review of their Local Plan and have 
5 years to complete it.  As part of the process, SW&T will invite people to put forward 
land they would like to see developed. Land on both sides of the A358 has been put 
forward before so we should expect it again.  SW&T will then decide on what land to 
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accept in the new Local Plan.  We are putting our NP in place 
now and will have to anticipate, where we can, what the Local 
Plan will say.   
 

5. Village Day feedback 
Good feedback was obtained from approximately 60 people using a questionnaire.  The 
results of which were previously circulated to the group.  The information will be used in 
our evidence base. 
 

6. Updated draft policies  
JCl explained that the Steering Group (SG) had met with Stuart Todd (ST) and been 
through the updated policies which had previously been presented to the PC who had 
accepted them.  ST has removed overlaps, corrected the consistency of wording 
throughout, aligned policies with local and national policies, identified some additional 
information we will need to provide ie maps, and made the document more acceptable 
for assessment at the end of the process.  ST advised that the Inspector will also remove 
any overlaps they consider to be within the document.  Feedback had not yet been 
received on the draft policies from SW&T via Anne Rhodes. Once received ST will 
incorporate any additional feedback.  Our next steps are for JCl to review the changes 
and ensure nothing has been lost in interpretation as there may be some local issues we 
wish to regain in the document, but they may need rewording.  This then needs to be 
turned into our draft Plan. Action: JCl to review the draft policies to ensure nothing local 
lost from the review by ST. 
 
MH felt that the Employment and Business draft policies reflected everything the group 
had identified.  He questioned change of use of a business requiring 2 years of 
advertising rather than 12 months.  This had been discussed with ST and it was agreed 
that further evidence was needed to support the timescale decided on.  Action: The 
Administrator to obtain evidence of the timescale needed to advertise a business before 
a change of use application could be considered. 
 
AL advised that the Heritage section reflected the needs however, questioned that E11 
had moved into Housing.  JCl explained that it was important to remove repetition and, 
therefore, this was one issue that had been combined with another section. 
 
JCot said that she felt the Environment section was very good.  DL added that ST was 
working with other parishes on their NPs and had picked up on things that we would not 
have thought about. 
 
MH raised that we are keeping neutral about our housing however he had been informed 
by someone at Bishops Lydeard that they were obtaining CIL money at 25% as they 
have their plan in place rather than 15% without out.  JCl informed the group that we will 
need to provide a priority list of what assets we want to develop and build using CIL 
money and that this will be a future piece of work. 
 
JCL added that one reason for undertaking the Plan was due to the proposed A358 
changes and there is now also the review of the Local Plan.  The SG were suggesting 
that a specialised local study in conjunction with SCC and SW&T as partners be 
undertaken on the A358 and what the impact will be once the new road is in place.  This 
should be identified as an action in our NP and be the first review of our Plan. 
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Action:  Any further comments on the draft policies to be 
given to the Administrator by the end of next week. 
 
(MM introduced Councillor Sue Buller to the group) 
 

7. Project Plan and Next Steps 
The Administrator advised that now the policies were being redrafted the Project Plan 
would be reviewed and updated by the SG.  It would then be presented to the next 
meeting of the PT. 
 
The Administrator advised that she had reviewed the budget for the Plan.  She explained 
that there was a mixture of funding available for the future which was money set aside 
from the precept by the Parish Council and funding by Locality.  The funds from Locality 
would be bid for, as appropriate, to ensure that as much of this funding is accessed as 
possible.  It was considered that there is sufficient funding available through both means 
to be able to complete necessary work on the Plan. 
 
It was explained that the next steps were to complete the policies, especially the areas 
where additional information is needed, then to draft the Plan itself which will come to 
this group.  Photographs need to be used for the Plan so additional photographs may 
need to be gathered.  Where necessary, members of the PT may be contacted for 
additional information. 
 

8. Date of Next Meeting 
The date of the next meeting will be set by the Steering Group.   
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